Getting the most out of quiz/test corrections:

1. As soon as you receive a graded quiz or test, **schedule a time to make corrections**. Remember to circle key words to help you identify what questions you should ask.

   **Options for corrections:**
   - Use the textbook explanation to compare
   - Conference block with teacher
   - Peer tutor during study hall in library
   - Find a teacher on-duty during study hall (check the list for who and where)

2. The day after making corrections, **redo incorrect problems, fresh and without help**.
   - Self-correct, using graded quiz/test as example
   - Identify where you went wrong in problem (if you did!)
   - Explain what you forgot or did incorrectly
   - Re-do correctly

3. **Keep all corrected quizzes and tests in a folder or binder** for use in preparing for future assessments.